Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Climate extremes have an impact in all sectors of socio-economic systems, causing large losses, damages and fatalities. As a consequence, in the last 5 years (2013--2017) more than 672 billion US Dollars of damages have been reported with almost 1 billion people having been affected^[@CR1]^. Human and natural systems are often able to absorb a single event but they might be exposed and vulnerable to concurrent extremes. For instance, global agricultural markets could be resilient against single country yield failure, but a shock induced by more failures could be difficult to counterbalance and could create negative effects acting on longer time scales. This is the case of global wheat production. Wheat is one of the world's most important crops and its production in 2016 reached 750 Mtonnes with 220 Mha of harvested area (FAOSTAT). However, most of the production comes from 8 key regions of the world, which accounted for 78% of the global production in 2016 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary material). Wheat is exposed and vulnerable to extremes occurring in critical phenological phases^[@CR2]--[@CR6]^. Events such as drought, heat stress and water excess have all been shown to have detrimental effects on wheat^[@CR3],[@CR7],[@CR8]^. Heat stress affects wheat development, photosynthesis, and pollen fertility^[@CR8]^. Drought severely affects plant growth and processes such as photosynthesis, assimilation, leaf development and enzymatic activity during the grain filling period^[@CR7]^. These extremes can cause large yield losses and thus have serious socio-economic impacts, especially when occurring in more producing regions within a relatively short temporal interval. It has been shown that drought and extreme heat reduced cereal production at national scale by 9--10%^[@CR9]^. Furthermore, by looking at long-term behaviour of global wheat yield data and regional time series, heat and water stresses have been shown to explain more than 40% of the yield inter-annual variability^[@CR3]^. As climate extremes could induce shocks in the global food market, the need of more research (aiming at a better characterisation of these events) has been recently pointed out^[@CR10]^.Figure 1Panel (a): Identified large-scale heat stress events (red circles) and drought (yellow stars) from 1980 to 2010. Panel (b): Wheat production of the 8 key regions of the world from 1980 to 2016 (data from FAOSTAT). Panel (c): Spatial overview of the main wheat producing areas of the world (Data from MIRCA2000).

Extreme events, such as heat waves and drought, have been extensively investigated and characterised by using a range of different approaches, most of them classifiable into two broad categories: index-based^[@CR11],[@CR12]^ and Extreme-Value-Theory-based (EVT-based^[@CR13]^). However, most of the studies analysing these events at the global scale have focused on a single type of event, assuming spatio-temporal independence and in some cases a complete random (Poisson process) behaviour. These two assumptions are quite strict ones and can affect subsequent risk and impact assessments. Dependence is known to be difficult to deal with, especially in the case of extremes. Within the EVT framework, different approaches have been developed, which have mainly been suited for low-dimensional problems^[@CR14]^, while copula-based approaches have also been applied to characterise compound events^[@CR15]^. Often, the term 'compound' has been used to identify the concomitant (within an a priori chosen temporal lag) occurrence of events (extremes or not) leading to harmful events (considered as extreme) of socio-economic relevance. The summer of 2010 in Russia may be taken as an example of such an event, where dry conditions, fires, pollution and anomalous heat contributed to the extreme event in question. However, a broader definition of compound climate events has recently been proposed^[@CR16]^. Here, we focus on a class of extremes that could be seen as a subset of compound events, i.e. concurrent extremes. These events are represented by extremes of different types occurring within a specific temporal lag, either in different locations or at the same one, as well as by extremes of the same type occurring in two different locations within a specific time period. Concurrent climate extremes pose a serious threat in terms of potential impacts in key socio-economic sectors which are highly interconnected at the global scale.

To achieve a better understanding of concurrent extremes, while avoiding any a priori strict assumptions of (in)dependence, complete randomness behaviour and homogeneity of the risk of an event, we propose an innovative non-parametric statistical approach. Then, we use this approach to investigate two types of extremes (namely large-scale heat stress and drought) that have occurred in the 8 key wheat producing regions of the world between 1980 and 2010 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary material). We analyse the dependence of both heat stress and drought events within each of the eight regions, the dependence among different regions and finally their inter-dependence. Thus, the outcomes of this investigation provides insight into the probability of experiencing: heat stress/drought events when one has already occurred within a region, heat stress/drought events in a region when one has already occurred in another one.

Despite the specific case study shown here, we stress that this approach can be directly applied to a vast range of problems where concurrent extremes play an important role.

The proposed approach {#Sec2}
=====================
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                \begin{document}$$ {\mathcal R} $$\end{document}$ denoting the real line and *W*~*r*~ denoting the spatial region with label *r*. These functions describe spatio-temporal evolutions of some measured quantities, e.g. heat accumulation and precipitation anomalies. In many applications, these quantities are likely to be dependent. Given a threshold *z*~*c*~ for each label $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c\in {\mathscr{C}}$$\end{document}$ (i.e. setting a threshold to identify local extreme events), we can then study exceedances over time in a specific region *W*~*r*~, and quantify the corresponding temporally evolving spatial extension, by considering some suitable measure *m* of the time-dependent set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${E}_{c,r}(t)=\{x\in {W}_{r}|\,{Z}_{c,r}(x,t)\ge {z}_{c}\}\subseteq {W}_{r}$$\end{document}$. Now, by setting a threshold *s*~*c*~ for this measure, we can focus on large-scale extremes, namely the ones satisfying *m*(*E*~*c*,*r*~(*t*)) ≥ *s*~*c*~. Each time point *t* when this occurs we treat as the occurrence of a large-scale event, and the totality of all such events constitutes the collection $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\{({t}_{i},{r}_{i},{c}_{i})\}}_{i=1}^{n}\subseteq  {\mathcal R} \times {\mathscr{W}}\times {\mathscr{C}}$$\end{document}$, where *n* ≥ 0 is the total number of exceedances observed. This constitutes a so-called marked (multi-type) temporal point pattern; the mark (*r*~*i*~, *c*~*i*~) contains information about the region of occurrence and the type of event associated with the *i*th occurrence.

Point patterns are modelled by point processes^[@CR17],[@CR18]^ which, roughly speaking, are generalised random samples for which the points may be dependent and the total point count may be random. In particular, the data structure above may be modelled by a multi-type point process$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the framework of so-called intensity-reweighted moment stationarity (see section Methods), we use the so-called marked inhomogenous *J*-function summary statistic^[@CR19]^ to characterise and identify concurrent extremes. Given non-empty subsets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here *F* is the so-called marked inhomogeneous empty space function, which essentially provides the probability of finding a *Y*-point with marks in (*B*~2~, *C*~2~) in a *d*-radius neighbourhood of an arbitrary position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\in  {\mathcal R} $$\end{document}$ on the temporal line (having compensated for the temporally varying event rate). In contrast, the marked inhomogeneous nearest neighbour distance distribution function *G* essentially describes the probability of finding a *Y*-point with mark in (*B*~2~, *C*~2~) in a *d*-radius neighbourhood of a *Y*-point with arbitrary position *t* and mark (*B*~1~, *C*~1~) (having compensated for the temporally varying event rate). Hence, the ratio *J* returns the increase/decrease in probability generated by conditioning on there being a (*B*~1~, *C*~1~)-marked point at *t*. As for Poisson processes, which represent the scenario of no interaction, the *J*-function returns 1 for all ranges *d* \> 0; when the *J*-function is smaller than 1 we speak of clustering/aggregation and when it is larger than 1 we speak of inhibition/regularity. As $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${J}_{({B}_{1},{C}_{1})\to ({B}_{2},{C}_{2})}(\cdot )$$\end{document}$ is non-symmetric in (*B*~1~, *C*~1~) and (*B*~2~, *C*~2~), in practice it is advised to also reverse the order of the two when analysing inherent interactions. To exemplify, note that by setting *B*~1~ = {*i*}, *B*~2~ = {*j*}, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i,j\in {\mathscr{W}}$$\end{document}$, *i* ≠ *j*, and *C*~1~ = {1} (e.g. heat stress event), *C*~2~ = {2} (e.g. drought event), we would analyse temporal interactions between heat stress occurrences in key region *i* and drought occurrences in key region *j*. In addition, setting *B*~1~ = {*i*} = *B*~2~ we may study interactions between events that occur in region *i*.

Observed events are often censored in the sense that they are recorded on a discrete time scale and/or the time of occurrence is not completely known or cannot be completely attributed; e.g., only the year of occurrence is known or can be attributed. In other words, the exact times *t*~*i*~ are unknown. To deal with this censoring, we propose to (1) randomly perturb the observed occurrence times, and (2) estimate the above-described summary statistics based on the perturbed data. By repeating this procedure a large number of times (here 100) we obtain an ensemble of estimated *J*-functions, from which we may take the *d*-point-wise median to obtain a final estimate. Note that by re-estimating the *J* summary statistics based on the perturbed patterns and considering their medians, we quantify the structural information in the data. Clearly, the more randomisation/perturbations the better since the underlying idea is that the procedure converges. We here choose to use 100 randomisations as we have empirically observed a stabilisation of the ensemble for already much fewer randomisations.

To clarify how the proposed approach works in practice, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows how the estimated *J*-function can be used to investigate large-scale extremes (heat stress and drought) in wheat producing regions of the world. Heat stress during the grain filling period is defined as in Zampieri *et al*.^[@CR3]^, while drought is defined by using the Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index^[@CR20]^ at 6-month time scale (see section Methods). As for large scale heat stress events in the wheat areas of China and India, the estimated *J*-function is clearly indicating clustering: having compensated for the temporally varying event rate, the estimated probability of observing a large-scale heat stress event in one of the two countries is higher when the same type of event has already occurred in the other one. The annual and monthly (perturbation range) *J*-function estimates show the temporal time scale of this dependence: 0--3 years (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Concerning large scale drought events in India and heat stress events in Ukraine, the estimates of the *J*-function show Poisson process behaviour, thus these events are interpreted as not influencing each other (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). While the estimated *J*-function associated with heat stress events in the wheat areas of India clearly points to inhibition, i.e., taking the varying event rate into account, there is a lower probability of observing a large-scale heat stress event once one has already occurred in the region (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Other examples of inhibition and lack of interaction are shown, respectively, in Figs [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} of the Supplementary material.Figure 2How to use and interpret the J-function. Panels (a) and (b): Analysis of the large-scale heat stress events that have occurred in the wheat areas of China and India (conditioning on China events). Panel (a): Estimated J-functions based on perturbed occurrence times at the monthly scale. Panel (b): Estimated J-functions based on perturbed occurrence times at the annual scale. Panel (c): Estimated J-functions for drought events in the wheat producing regions of India and heat stress events in the wheat producing region of Ukraine (conditioning on Indian events). Panel (d): Estimated J-function for heat stress events in the wheat producing regions of India. Bold lines represent the median of the ensemble. In all cases the perturbation is uniformly distributed.

Wheat producing regions and extremes {#Sec3}
====================================

Here, we focus on the 8 key wheat producing regions of the world (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and on the two main types of events having proved to cause heavy wheat losses^[@CR3],[@CR9]^, namely heat stress and drought (see section Methods). As described in the previous section, the proposed approach is applied to identify whether the occurrence of large-scale extreme events in one region is influenced by extremes occurring in another region (spatio-temporal dependence) or within the region itself (temporal dependence). Having compensated for the non-stationarity in the intensity functions, three outcomes are therefore possible: no influence, i.e. Poisson process behaviour and thus no dependence; dependence with clustering (or aggregation), i.e. there is higher probability of observing an event if one has already occurred; dependence with inhibition, i.e. there is lower probability of observing an event if one has already occurred.

By looking at all the regions of interest and focusing on heat stress events, clear dependence structures emerge (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Two groups can be easily identified: one composed of the three main producers (the European Union, EU, China and India), and another one composed of the remaining countries. As for the former (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), China and India have aggregating heat stress events while events in the EU and India seem to inhibit each other. Expected links of dependence are also shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, e.g. between the U.S. and Canada, Ukraine and Russia. While other ones, such as Australia-Russia and Australia-Canada deserve in-depth dedicated analysis of the large-scale dynamics that could trigger such effects. In almost all regions (except for China and Canada) heat stress events show temporal inhibition. The importance of not having made any homogeneity assumption about the event rate is also evident in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows how the estimated rate of occurrence (i.e. the intensity function) of heat stress events in the EU, Russia, Ukraine and India has increased in the last decades. On the other hand, it has remained almost constant in Canada and China (that has only recently experienced these large scale extremes) and it has decreased in Australia. In the U.S. the identified temporal pattern could be the net effect of large-scale irrigation and climate change^[@CR21]^.Figure 3Panel (a): estimated intensity functions of the key wheat producing regions. Bold lines represent the median of the ensemble, while the dotted lines identify the maximum and the minimum of the ensemble. The different colours are associated with the 8 key regions, as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Panel (b): summary plot of the analysis on heat stress events. Disks represent the 8 key regions, with the size being proportional to the corresponding wheat production in 2016 (data from FAOSTAT). Yellow disks represent regions with temporal inhibition within the region itself, while red ones represent regions with temporal clustering within the region itself. Blue links represent estimated clustering between regions, while green links represent estimated inhibition between regions.

Concerning drought events, within each of the analysed region temporal inhibition is estimated (Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary material). Moreover, there is a lower degree of connectivity with respect to heat stress events, with dependence between: Canada and the U.S., Canada and India, Australia and the EU (Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in the Supplementary material).

The analysis of drought and heat stress interactions reveals how these events are closely interlinked in the EU, Australia, Canada and the U.S. (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), all showing temporal dependence of these two types of events. While in the other regions (Ukraine, Russia, China, and India) our results suggest independence between heat stress and drought events (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These findings, despite not providing an exhaustive description of the causality of the events and their dynamics, are coherent with previous ones showing the important role of soil desiccation and soil-atmosphere feedback in triggering extreme heat events^[@CR22]^; on the other side, they also show that drought and extreme heat are not necessarily linked. From an agronomic point of view, the identified temporal dependencies are of high interest (especially considering future climate projections^[@CR23],[@CR24]^) as combined drought and heat stress have been recently shown to strongly affect photosynthetic carbon uptake and water use efficiency of wheat^[@CR25]^. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} also shows interesting clustering-dependences emerging between drought and heat stress events in the EU wheat producing area and the Australian one, and between the U.S. and Canada. Clustering dependences are also identified for drought events occurring in the U.S. and Canada and large-scale heat stress events in China. Despite the spatial proximity, no clear significant dependence-structure has emerged between events in Russia and Ukraine, supporting random occurrence of drought events in one country and heat stress in the other one and vice versa. It is worth noting that the identified dependence of drought and heat stress events between Australia and the EU is coherent with the recent extremes of 2018, where extreme drought and heat stress were observed in both regions.Figure 4Summary plot of the analysis on concurrent drought (D) and heat stress (H) events. Disks represent the 8 key regions, with the size being proportional to the corresponding wheat production in 2016 (data from FAOSTAT). Green disks represent regions having no event (heat and drought) dependence within the region itself, while red ones represent regions with temporal clustering within the region itself. Blue links represent estimated clustering between regions, while green links represent estimated inhibition between regions. For instance, a blue link with D-H means that there is both drought-heat and heat-drought clustering, while D in one side of the link and H in the other one show estimated clustering/inhibition (according to the colour of the link) between drought events in one region and heat stress events in the other one.

The identified dependencies in different regions of the world point to the need of integrating such information in global impact assessment of agricultural markets. As shown by Chatzopoulos *et al*.^[@CR26]^, single isolated climate extremes in a key producing country can induce global price spikes and modify trade patterns with effects going beyond the year of occurrence. Thus, concurrent extremes could induce unpredicted cascades of shocks with serious and long-lasting socio-economic consequences (e.g. price volatility, spikes, and trade restrictions), even provoking instability and exacerbating hunger in countries depending on food imports^[@CR27],[@CR28]^.

From a climate perspective, some of the emerging links are somewhat expected due to the spatial closeness of the regions, e.g, Russia-Ukraine, the U.S.-Canada. While understanding the nature of all the other ones (i.e. the large-scale climate processes behind them) is not trivial as it requires a comprehension of the global climate teleconnections (in terms of interactions and spatio-temporal scales) that goes beyond the current knowledge^[@CR29]^. The connection between the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO) and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) modulated by the Arctic Oscillation (AO)^[@CR30]^, the circumglobal and the Atlantic-Eurasian teleconnections^[@CR31]^, the connection between the Walker circulation and the extratropical waves^[@CR32]^ may all contribute to the emerging links between large-scale extremes. The dependence between large-scale drought and heat stress events in Australia and the EU might be induced, for instance, by the seasonal footprint mechanism linking NPO and ENSO and its modulation via the AO^[@CR30]^. Indeed, with spring positive AO (favouring dry and warmer conditions especially in the southern part of Europe), positive NPO can trigger significant ENSO anomalies favouring dry conditions in Australia^[@CR29],[@CR33]^. However, it must be noticed that a higher degree of complexity is realistically behind these links, likely to be characterised by nonlinearities. Concerning the case of EU-Australia link, for instance, the role of the Indian Ocean Dipole should also be taken into account^[@CR29],[@CR33]--[@CR35]^.

Discussion {#Sec4}
==========

Taking into account the spatio-temporal dependence of climate extremes is essential for robust risk assessment. Concurrent extremes can have severe impacts in globally interconnected socio-economic sectors such as agriculture. The proposed methodological approach can identify such spatio-temporal structures without relying on strong (often unrealistic) assumptions. It could be used prior to other analyses and could guide the inference in (semi)parametric models such as the ones based on copulas. Despite its theoretical simplicity, the application of the method has higher complexity, as it requires random perturbation and double testing to take into account the lack of symmetry in the *J*-function. The dependence on the spatial threshold (used to define the large-scale events) is in fact of added value since it enables one to investigate the strength of the large-scale processes, and how their associated teleconnections may trigger extremes and induce dependencies. However, automatic techniques to identifying *J*-function departure from the Poisson process benchmark should be looked into, in order to reduce the degree of subjectiveness.

The application to extremes (heat stress and drought events) that have occurred in the key wheat producing regions of the world shows the importance of identifying concurrent climate extremes. Risk assessment and worst-scenario analyses^[@CR10]^ aiming at quantifying the socio-economic impacts (as well as the system resilience) of shocks induced by climate extremes should not prescind from a robust dependence analysis. As shown by our findings, not considering the dependence effects can lead to serious underestimation of the impacts on the global agricultural system and to overconfidence in its resilience.

Finally, this study highlights the need for achieving a more coherent understanding of the global climate teleconnections, their interactions at different spatio-temporal scales and the induced extremes.

Methods {#Sec5}
=======

The extremes have been derived using AgMERRA-temperature data^[@CR36]^ and the Standardised Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) dataset^[@CR20]^, while wheat data have been retrieved from MIRCA2000^[@CR37]^. Following Zampieri *et al*.^[@CR3]^, heat stress events at the grid scale have been identified by using the Heat Magnitude Day and then by applying thresholding at the 95^*th*^ percentile (i.e. defining *z*~*c*~). The Heat Magnitude Day (HMD) cumulates the effects of all heat waves occurring in the critical phenological phase (here, 3 months before harvesting), with each of them being characterised by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here *T*~*max*~(*x*) represents the daily maximum temperature at the location *x*, *t* represents the year, *D*~*t*~(*x*) all days of the 3-month period before harvesting at the location *x* in the year *t* and the superscripted versions denote the corresponding percentiles. Recalling that we threshold HMD to obtain a set of spatial locations, to identify large-scale events a spatial threshold of 20% of wheat areas has been used for each of the 8 regions, i.e. *s*~*c*~ has been set at 20%; the measure *m* used here is the actual size. If the threshold has been crossed, we say that an event has occurred in year *t*. This implies that we focus on years having had heat extremes affecting a large part of the wheat producing area. This choice filters out smaller scale events that should not trigger any significant impact on the agricultural markets. Furthermore, such smaller scale events are likely to be independent from each other and induced by local climate conditions. Regarding SPEI, a similar procedure has been applied to identify large-scale drought events by thresholding at −1 (i.e. defining *z*~*c*~) at grid level and then by 20% of the wheat producing area of a region (i.e. defining *s*~*c*~).

Turning to the statistical methodology, denote by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All data used in this study are freely available and can be retrieved from the websites reported in the associated references.
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